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The paper contribute to the research regarding the effectiveness of Islamic 
banking in Kazakhstan. The comparative analysis of Islamic Banking and Con
ventional Banking firmsis made. Moreover, it touch the differences of the Islamic 
Banks and Conventional Banks in terms of historical origin, mobilizing of financial 
resources, and ways of generating profit, operating principles, and equity struc
ture. Methodological base of research in given clause was made with modern 
concepts Islamic banking and Islamic model of financing adequacy, asset quality, 
management, earnings and liquidity as a whole. Findings of the results indicate 
the mathematical model consists of a probability space, a Brownian motion and a 
Poisson process. The jumps are independent and identically distributed. The ap
proach consists of defining a notion of risk and production instrument asset quality 
in order to minimize the risk. To empirically evaluate performance of the banks, 
different financial ratios are employed which are based on CAMEL framework 
during the period 20112015. We measure performance in terms of capital ade
quacy, asset quality, management, earnings and liquidity. In this work, descriptive 
statistics, oneway Annova and regression analysis are used to make hypothesis 
test and determine the ratio significance. Consequently, results from empirical 
analysis indicate that there is difference in profitability determinants.

Key words: Islamic banks, Conventional banks, СAMEL framework, 
Profitability, Regression analysis.

Зaмaнбе ков Д.Ш.,  
Гaсaновa A.A.

Қaзaқстaндaғы бaнк сек то рын 
тиім ді лік тұр ғы сынaн тaлдaу: 
ислaм жә не дәс түр лі бaнк тер

Бұл жұ мы стың не гіз гі мaқсaты – Қaзaқстaндaғы Ислaм бaнкин
гі нің тиім ді лі гі не қaтыс ты зерт теу сaлaсынa үле с қо су. Осы зерт
теу ге Ислaм жә не Дәс түр лі бaнк тер дің сaлыс тырмaлы тaлдaуы кі
ре ді. Бұдaн өз ге, зерт теу екі бaнк үл гі ле рі нің тaри хи пaйдa болуын , 
қaғидaлaрын, кaпитaл құ ры лы мын, со ны мен қaтaр қaржы көр сет
кіш те рі нің aрaсындaғы aйырмaшы лықтaрды дa қaмти ды. Мaқaлaның 
ме то до ло гиялық не гі зі ре тін де қaзір гі зaмaнғы ислaм бaнк кон цеп
циясы ның не гі зі бо лып тaбылaтын aктив тер дің сaпaсы, бaсқaру, 
тaбыс және қaржылaнды ру дың ислaмдық мо де лі aлын ды. Нәти же ле
рі: aлынғaн ғы лы ми нәти же лер Пуaссон про це сі мен Броун қозғaлы
сы ның шaмaлaнғaн ке ңіс ті гі нен тұрaтын мaтемaтикaлық мо дел ді 
көр се те ді. Тұрaқсыз тәуе кел ділік және ислaм мо де лін де гі тaкaфул 
(сaқтaнды ру) бір жүйеде рет тел ген. Кaпитaлдың жет кі лік ті лі гі, aктив
тер дің сaпaсы, бaсқaру, тaбыс жә не өтім ділік тұр ғы сынaн тиім ді лік
ті өл шеу жоспaрлaнып отыр . Болжaм құ ру жә не коф фи циент тер дің 
мaңыз ды лы ғын aнықтaу мaқсaтындa ке ле сі лер қолдaнылaды: сaлыс
тырмaлы стaтис тикa, Annova – тaлдaу жә не ке мі ме лі тaлдaу. Эм пи
рикaлық тaлдaу нә ти же сін де тaбыс ты лық көр сет кіш те рі aрaсындa 
елеу лі aйырмaшы лықтaр aнықтaлды. 

Тү йін  сөз дер: Ислaм бaнкин гі, дәс түр лі бaнкинг, тaбыс ты лық дә
ре же сі, CAMEL.

Зaмaнбе ков Д.Ш.,  
Гaсaновa A.A.

aнaлиз бaнковс ко го сек торa 
Кaзaхстaнa с точ ки зре ния 

рентaбель ности: ислaмс кие и 
Трaди ци он ные бaнки

Ос новнaя цель дaнной рaбо ты – внес ти вклaд в облaсть исс ле довa
ния от но си тель но эф фек тив нос ти Ислaмс ко го бaнкингa в Кaзaхстaне. 
Дaнное исс ле довa ние вк лючaет в се бя срaвни тель ный aнaлиз Ислaмс ких 
и Трaди ци он ных бaнков. Бо лее то го, исс ле довa ние охвaтывaет рaзли
чия меж ду ис то ри чес ким воз ник но ве нием, прин ципaми, ст рук ту рой 
кaпитaлa, a тaкже финaнсо вы ми покaзaте ля ми двух ти пов бaнков. Aвто ры 
рaссмaтривaют ислaмс кую финaнсо вую сис те му кaк очень гиб кую, нес
мот ря нa ее ви ди мые огрa ни че ния. Для выяв ле ния су ще ст вен ных рaзли
чий при ме няют ся рaзлич ные финaнсо вые коэф фи циен ты, ос новaнные нa 
рaмкaх CAMEL зa пе ри од 20112015. Эф фек тив нос ть из ме ряет ся с точ
ки зре ния достaточ нос ти кaпитaлa, кaчествa aкти вов, упрaвле ния, до хо
дов и лик вид нос ти. C целью пост рое ния ги по те зы и оп ре де ле ния знaчи
тель ности коэф фи циен тов, в исс ле довa нии при ме няют ся: описaтельнaя 
стaтис тикa, aнaлизAnnova и рег рес си он ный aнaлиз. В ре зуль тaте эм пи
ри чес ко го aнaлизa выяв ленa су ще ст веннaя рaзницa в де тер минaнтaх до
ход нос ти.

Клю че вые словa: Ислaмс кий бaнкинг, Трaди ци он ный бaнкинг, 
до ход ность, aнaлиз CAMEL, Рег рес сионнaя мо дель.
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introduction

Nowadays, the significance of the banking sector in the sta-
bility and welfare of any economy is vital. Due to this fact, it is 
imperative to constantly monitor and evaluate its performance. 
In the recent decades, a new prototype of banking, Islamic Bank-
ing, was introduced and was capable of achieving widespread 
and accelerating growth of total assets and market share on a 
global basis, including non-Muslim countries [1]. On one hand, 
there is a big dispute has risen that Islamic Banking System is 
being an optimum alternative for Conventional Banking System. 
Therefore, the comparative analysis is crucial in understanding 
what factors account for the differences in financial performance 
of the two banking systems.

Experimental part

Numerous empirical studies endeavor to measure the financial 
performance of the dissimilar banks in an attempt to gain more in-
sights into Islamic banking model and the chronic reason behind its 
rapid success. However, all related studies and researches are more 
focused in GCC countries. There are almost no studies, which are 
based on investigation of banking system of Kazakhstan.

Discussions

One of the most important issue is that nowadays people even 
do not understand what Islamic banking is. How does they oper-
ates? What are the differences between two different banking sec-
tors? What are the products provided by them? Therefore, before to 
start analysis we decided to provide some theoretical background.

Islamic banking is a system of financial activities consistent 
with Sharia, based on Islamic principles which at the core refuses 
collecting interest, transactions involving uncertainty and specula-
tion [2], which are the following [3]:

It works on Islamic set guidelines consisting of Risk Sharing, 
Individual Rights & Duties, Property Rights, and Transparencies& 
Fair Deals.
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Any predetermined payment over & above the 
actual amount of principal is prohibited (interest).

The Islamic financial system employs concept 
of participation, utilizing funds on a profit-and‒ 
loss-sharing basis.

Islamic Orders not to use Money as a 
commodity. (No time value of Money). By making 
a deep research and analyzing a lot of information 
consisting Islamic finance, we provide a table below, 
in which we emphasize main differences.

Table 1 ‒ Differences between IB and CB

characteristics islamic Banking Traditional Banking

Percentage rate No  yes

Speculative behavior No yes

Risk/Profit sharing yes No

Real sector economy High Low

Social basis High Low

Note:Provided by author based on [3]

Islamic banks offer their clients a wide range of 
banking services just like conventional banks: de-
posit products, debit and credit cards, personal fi-

nance as well as business, trade and project finance. 
Insurance (Takaful), investments and asset manage-
ment are also among Islamic finance products [4].

To sum up, all of the above-mentioned transactions 
are free interest and non-speculative transactions. 
Furthermore, if default of the borrower is taking 
place due to serious problems that raised, even 
though the borrower put maximum efforts to 
realize his goal to make profit but because of some 
unexpected outcomes he defaults, for example 
those unexpected conditions are: war, big recession, 
military coup, and so on. In this case the borrower is 
not accountable for the loan, that is to say he is not 
obliged to repay the loan back.

Picture 1 ‒ product tree of Islamic Banking products
Note:Provided by author based on [4]

Before starting comparative analysis between 
IB and CB, which is the main purpose of current 
research, let us first and foremost consider the main 
aspects of the overall performance of our country`s 
banking system in order to get the clear picture of its 
financial position. 

According to Financial Supervision Agency of 
RK (FSA), there are 38-second level including 1 
Islamic banks as of 1 January 2015, out of which 17 
banks are with foreign participation and 1 bank with 
100% government ownership-Central Bank [5]. The 
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National Bank was empowered to fulfill traditional 
central bank’s functions including money issue, 

currency control, monetary policy and banking 
regulation and supervision. 

Now let`s have a look at how two different bank 
typesbanks financial position through examining its 
main performance.

Figure 1 ‒ Kazakhstan: Structure of the Financial System (Percent of Financial Assets)
Note – Compiled by author based on [5]

Graph 1‒ Dynamics of banking sector main financial indicators (2011-2015) in milliards KZT
Note – Compiled by author in accordance with the data provided by [6]

Graph 2 ‒ Dynamics of Al-Hilal Bank main financial indicators (2011-2015)
Note‒ Compiled by author in accordance with the data provided by [6]

Therefore, by making comparison we draw 
following conclusion; the capital structures of both 
types’ banks are different. Capital structure is way 
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that organization is financing its assets whether 
from liabilities or equity or both at the same time. In 
Islamic Banks, capital structure is based on equity, 
whereas in Conventional Banks is opposite, mostly 
debt financing and some equity. For instance, if the 
Conventional Banks issue the equity to raise the 
capital by $10 billion and debt by $90 billion that is 
said to be 10% equity financed and 90% debt financed. 
Furthermore, the ratio of total debt to equity financing 
is 90%, in this example the bank is leverage.

To sum up all of the above and basing on 
numerous studies, in order to provide more novel 

information and empirical evidences about whether 
Islamic banks in Kazakhstan perform better than 
Conventional banks, second and main part of our 
analysis will be based on CAMEL framework. This 
investigation will allow us to identify advantages 
and shortcomings in terms of capital adequacy, 
asset quality, management quality, earnings quality 
and liquidity of two different banking systems in 
Kazakhstan. However, before, for more analysis that 
is detailed, we decided to provide SWOT analysis 
in all of information already stated in this paper in 
finding of others investigations.

Table 2 ‒ SWOT-Analysis for Islamic Banking Industry in KZ

strengths Weaknesses

– International recognition and opening doors even in 
countries with majority of Non-Muslim population.
– High and continuous growth over the last 5 years: assets 
up 2.5 times in 2014
– Clean balance sheet, lack of problematic assets that have 
hugely affected large banks in the market
– Clean balance sheet, lack of problematic assets that have 
hugely affected large banks in the market
– a stabilizing effect in the banking sector
– Strong demand for ribafree and ethical finance 
– Higher resilience to shocks and crisis 
– Ethical and moral values inevitably ingrained to Sharia 
principles will differentiate the bank from majority of the 
market players 

– Human capital deficit 
– Sharia scholars deficit 
– Legislation adaptation needed: Tax issues (VAT for commodity Mu-
rabaha), Banking law definitions (Wakala, partnerships for retail etc.)
– Focus more on debt-based products than equity-based instruments 
– Lack of branch network 
– Additional cost involved due to Sharia supervision 
– Misunderstanding Islamic finance principles by clients → wrong 
customer expectations
– Risk-aversion of potential clients
– Lack of Deposit Insurance system for Islamic banks → disadvantage 
to conventional competitors 

Threats  opportunities 

– Reputation risk due to conventional products imitation 
– Path-dependency on conventional model 
– Cannibalism if authenticity lost 
– Regulatory risk if the Government plans (Road-Map) are 
not implement
– Possible entry of big players would increase competition 

– Exploit the potential of the banking sector and macroeconomic en-
vironment to grow in the long-run 
– Grow in momentum to capture a market share while only one Islam-
ic bank is in the market and large conventional banks are in hangover 
from the crisis
– Diversify in Islamic finance with Takaful and Investment bank sub-
sidiaries forming an Islamic financial holding
– Expand to neighbor countries (Russia, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Ta-
jikistan and Turkmenistan 
– Meeting current demand and satisfying loyal customers, boost future 
demand and spread across the country and beyond Muslim audience 
– Financial inclusion strategies of the Government include Islamic 
finance alternative 

Note-Compiled by author basing on own notifications.

results

The data for all banks in the sample was taken 
from NBK database, with a few individual banks’ 
data compiled from the annual reports from their 
respective websites between the period 2011-2015. 
Secondary data derived from the bank’s financial 
statements was transformed into percentages and 

ratios so that comparison can be made between 
the different types of banks.The standard criteria 
used for sample selection of banks were: the 
bank is listed on the KASE, bank has a complete 
data set with annual financial statements from 
2011-2015,Total asset of selected banks taking 
relatively high percentage of all bank’s assets in 
Kazakhstan.
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According to the above criteria, our sample 
process rendered 10 banks in total with nine 
conventional banks and one Islamic banks in 
Kazakhstan. Hence, the total number of observations 
in the study were 50 with 45 for CBs and 5 for IBs.

During the investigation for achieving each 
of stated objectives, the following Data Analysis 
Techniques are used:

Descriptive Statistics-used to compare and analyze 
the performance of two different banking systems.

One-way ANOVA -to test for significance degree 
of differences between the financial performance 
banks using the CAMEL model variables. 

Multiple linear regression model ‒ used 
to determine the significance of the each 
determinant (explanatory variables) in affecting 
the profitability of banks (dependent variable). 
The moderating effect of different banking 
systems was evaluated by using bank type as a 
dummy variable.

Hypothesis tested:
H1: Islamic banks have better capital adequacy 

measures than conventional banks. 
H2: Islamic banks have better asset quality 

measures than conventional banks 
H3: Islamic banks are better than conventional 

banks in management quality. 

Figure 2 ‒ Schematic Diagram showing the relationship between variables
Note‒ Provided by author

H4: Islamic banks have higher earnings than 
conventional banks. 

H5: Islamic banks manage their liquidity more 
efficiently than conventional bank

The following regression models will be used to 
test for the determinants of profitability:

roE= α1 + β1(cA)+ β2(AQ)+ β3(mQ)+ β4(Er)+ β5(Lm)+ ε
roA= α1 + β1(cA)+ β2(AQ)+ β3(mQ)+ β4(Er)+ β5(Lm)+ ε
nim= α1 + β1(cA)+ β2(AQ)+ β3(mQ)+ β4(Er)+ β5(Lm) + ε

Where; 
1. α = Intercept
2. CA =Capital Adequacy of bank iat time t
3. AQ = Asset Quality of bank iat time t
4. MQ = Management Quality of Bank iat time t
5. ER= Earnings of Bank i at time t
6. LM =Liquidity Ratio of Bank iat time t
7. β1-β5= Coefficients parameters
8. ε = Error term where iis cross sectional and t time identifier
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The following is an extended model to estimate the moderating effect of bank type.

roE= α1 + β1(CA* M)+ β2(AQ* M)+ β3(MEQ* M) + β4(ER* M)+ β5(LM* M)+ ε
roA= α1 + β1(CA* M)+ β2(AQ* M)+ β3(MQ* M) + β4(ER* M)+ β5(LM* M)+ ε
nim= α1 + β1(CA* M)+ β2(AQ* M)+ β3(MQ* M) + β4(ER* M)+ β5(LM* M)+ ε

Where:
1. m = Bank Type (1=islamic and 0=conventional)

After analysing all collected data, we derived the gollosing results:

Table 3 ‒ Summary of Comparative Analysis of IBs and CBs

PErFormAncE mEAsUrEs CB iB commEnTs

ProFItAbIlIty

roA 2,5% 0,4% Conventional banks are dominating in ROA

roE 9,08% 2,08% Conventional banks are dominating in ROE

nim 4,0% 3,6% Conventional are dominating in NIM

CAPITAL ADEQUANCY

ETAr 15% 85% IB are dominating in Capital Adequacy

ASSet QuAlIty

LLr 17,8% 4,8% Islamic banks are dominating in Asset Quality

MANAGEMENT QUALITY

LDr 124% 180% IB are dominating in Management Quality

EARNINGS

cosr 89% 230% CB are dominating in Earnings Quality

LIQUIDITY

nLTA 66,8% 26,4% IB are dominating in Liquidity

Note-Provided by author based on own analysis

According to table 3, we can understood 
that Islamic Banks are dominating in Capital 
Adequacy, Asset Quality Management Quality 
and Liquidity as comparing to Conventional 
Banks. In order to test the set of hypotheses 
stated, one-way ANOVA is used to evaluate 
whether there are significant statistical 
differences in the performance of Islamic banks 

and conventional banks based on the CAMEL 
model measures. 

H0: There are no significant differences between 
Islamic and Conventional Banks 

H1: There are significant differences between 
Islamic and Conventional Banks 

The general rule is that;
If sig. < 0.05 ‒ Reject H0 If sig. > 0.05 ‒ Do not reject H0 
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Table 4 ‒ Summary of One-way Anova Test

Performance measure Hypothesis Decisions comment

capital Adequacy
H1: Islamic banks have better capital 
adequacy measures than conventional 

banks.
Do noT rEJEcT 5,5>0,05 no significant 

differences

AssetQuality H2: Islamic banks have better asset qual-
ity measures than conventional banks Do noT rEJEcT 0,08>0,05 no significant 

differences

managementQuality H3: Islamic banks are better than conven-
tional banks in management quality. rEJEcTED 0.000 < 0.05 significant 

differences

Earnings H4: Islamic banks have higher earnings 
than conventional banks. rEJEcTED 0,005< 0.05 significant 

differences

Liquidity H5: Islamic banks manage their liquidity 
more efficiently than conventional banks. Do noT rEJEcT 5,5 > 0.05 no significant 

differences

The regression analysis was provided, to explain 
how any change in the independent or explanatory 
variables (internal CAMEL factors) will affect the 
determinants of profitability (ROA, ROE and NIM). 
Six regression models were estimated. In the pure 
regression model, all internal factors are taken into 
consideration and a regression is run on all banks 
in the sample. However, in the second type of 
regression model, the moderating role of bank type 
on the performance of banks is accounted for to 
evaluate whether the differences in banking systems 
will have an altered impact on profitability. 

Now let us to compare this pure model with the 
one that contains dummy, whereas in pure model 
they are excluded, in order to see whether this 
exclusion will have more effect on determinants 
of profitability by explanatory variables (see table 

5). We can see that there is no much difference in 
terms of significance and coefficients as well, in 
other words the exclusion of macro variable and 
dummy does not change influence of explanatory 
variables on dependent variables or determinants 
of profitability.The results of the majority of bank-
specific internal factors; capital adequacy, asset 
quality, management quality and earnings have 
not changed significantly after being moderated 
by bank type. Capital adequacy had a positive 
significant relationship with ROE and ROA in the 
pure regression model, while after being moderated 
it now has a negative insignificant relationship with 
ROA and ROE.Moreover, as indicated below, the 
coefficient determinants (R2 and adjusted R2 ) of 
the regression models increased in magnitude as a 
result of the moderating effect.

Table 5 ‒ Coefficients of determination before and after moderation

Pureregression
model

moderated regression
model

modelFit roA roE nim roA roE nim

r2 17,35% 16.58% 32,8% 17,49% 16,67% 33,69%

ADJUsTED r2 7,36% 14,47% 25,2% 5,97% 16,35% 24,5%

% change 0,8% 1,13% 2,7%

From the table 5, we could see that changes are 
not so high. Hence elaborating that bank type does 
not have a significant effect on the profitability and 

financial performance of banks Kazakhstan region 
as elaborated by the coefficient of determinations of 
both categories of regression model.
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Table 6 – Summary of variable coefficients before and after moderation

Performance measure Pure regression 
model

moderated regression 
model comment

cAPiTAL ADEQUAcy Significant Significant No moderates the relationship between capi-
tal adequacy & bank performance

AssET QUALiTy Significant Insignificant Moderates the relationship between asset 
quality & bank performance

mAnAGEmEnT 
QUALiTy Insignificant Insignificant No moderates the relationship between man-

agement quality & bank performance

EArninGs QUALiTy Insignificant Insignificant No moderates the relationship between earn-
ings bank performance

LiQUiDiTy Insignificant Insignificant No moderating effect on bank performance

We concluded that ownership identity, did not 
moderate the relationship between bank perfor-
mance and its determinants and hence the ownership 
status appeared to be insignificant in affecting the 
profitability of IB and CB.

conclusion

As previously stated, a country’s economic 
growth, among several other factors, is based 
on its financial sector’s performance, especially 
the financial institutions working in that country; 
with the banking sector being the most promi-
nent. Due to the banking sector’s significant role 
in the wellbeing and stability of any economy, it 
is imperative to constantly monitor and evaluate 
banks’ performance to guarantee that the econo-
my’s financial sector is operating efficiently.Is-
lamic banks dominate conventional banks in cap-
ital adequacy, asset quality, management quality 
and Liquidity, while they are weaker in Earnings 
management and profitability. In addition, one of 
the reasons why Islamic Banks in Kazakhstan is 

less profitable is simply to say that it is only on 
the growth stage. 

Moreover, we found statistically significant dif-
ferences in the performance of Islamic and conven-
tional banks earnings and management quality, while 
no significant differences existed in capital adequa-
cy, asset quality and liquidity of both banks. Finally, 
the results of the regression analysis revealed that the 
most significant bank-specific internal determinants 
of bank performance in Kazakhstan over the period 
2010-2014, were capital adequacy, asset quality and 
management quality. However, after considering the 
moderating role of bank type in the regression mod-
el, we discovered insignificant differences in the 
coefficient of the parameters and their significance 
levels changing rapidly. The empirical results of our 
study at times were consistent to those of previous 
literature studies, but at times contradicting results 
were discovered. The percentage of dependent vari-
ables explained by Independent are the following: 
ROA 17, 35%, ROE 16, 58%, NIM 32, 85.And bank 
type does not have a significant effect on the profit-
ability and financial performance of bank.
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